SHORT CONTENTS
OF THE ENCLOSED ISSUE OF “OVERLEVEN DOOR WERELDRECHT = “SURVIVAL BY WORLD LAW”

Page 1 : World Federalism : dead and buried?
The United States spend more money than ever on arms. Russia is arming full speed as well, whereas China counts more and more as a big economic and military power. It is an illusion to believe that the danger of a third world war has faded away. It can still break out every moment. What world federalists want, remains valid : to replace international violence by mundial law, by a real world security system.

Pages 2 and 3 : News from the World Citizens’ front

Conference in Lomé (Togo)
The Institute for Mundialist Studies, together with the Consultative Assembly of the Peoples’ Congress held a conference in Lomé from the 1st till 3rd September of 2010. Theme : “Ensemble pour un monde uni et prospère” = « Together we stand for a united and prosperous world ». Fundamental rights stood high on the agenda. This is in conformity with what world federalists have shown concerned about for sixty-five years or so. However, the undersigned regrets that our friends did not discuss the question of the horrifying crimes against humanity perpetrated by means of invisible energies and also by chemical and biological means.

Twelfth elections of the Peoples’ Congress
In late summer of 2010 the Congress organized elections for the twelfth time. Fifty-nine persons are now members of that assembly. Ask for more information to :

- the secretary Dr. Liliane Krencker-Metz, 6 rue Saint-Fridolin, F-67200 Strasbourg, liliane@aol.com
- the president Rob Wheeler, 1927 Hafer Road, USA-Fayetteville PA 17222, robwheeler@gmail.com
- the vice-president Francisco Plancarte, Avellaneda 1852, Colomos Povidencia, 44660 Guadalajara, JAL, Mexico, pacoplancarte@planetfilia.org

Session of the Peoples’ Congress
The Congress met in Zagora (Morocco) from the 5th till the 9th November in Zagora (Morocco). Among other things the meeting members studied national constitutions and discussed about contents of a future world constitution. It also showed utterly concerned about the phenomenon of the “disappearance” of persons. In Morocco and several other countries human beings, e.g. (political?) prisoners, are abducted and never seen again afterwards.

World Solidarity Against Hunger (WSAH)
WSAH continues courageously working on projects in many countries. Ask for more information to :
**Page 4 : Van Eeden and Conscientious Objection**

Frederik Van Eeden, M.D., who lived from 1860 to 1932, a somewhat forgotten though talented writer, in 1925 published “Langs den Weg” = “Along the Road”, a number of captivating essays about different subjects. In one of them, written in 1915, he tackles the question of compulsory military service. He asks: “What to do if to-morrow we will, like Belgium and France to-day, be invaded by Germany?”

After examination of that question he concludes, that as Dutchmen are not that saint as to show the other cheek, they should create the best possible army and introduce general conscription, without any appointing by lot (as existed at that time still). Only a few “true Christians” (sic) could be exempted from compulsory military service.

Somehow Van Eeden suggests that we ought to be more or less morally perfect beings to justify our opposition to conscription. This we (= the undersigned) don’t agree with. Conscientious objectors don’t have to be some sort of saints. It might suffice that they be driven by a universally valid ethical principle and feel in accordance with their colleagues in enemy countries. Surely, they as well share in the collective guilt inherent to the existence of the eternal bloody enterprises of men against men, but they prefer to bear that guilt whilst not participating in warfare, not in the role of conscripts who can be ordered by fortuitous rulers to be involved in the mass killing of people like themselves and to cause immense distress.

**Pages 5 and 6 : “The Abolition of War”**

Is world federalism propagated only by dreamers who stay outside the reality of political and military evolutions? Max Habicht (born in 1899), an internationally known lawyer, as so many others, proves the contrary. Working at the secretariat in Geneva of the Ligue of Nations in the thirties he experienced the powerlessness of that organisation when faced with e.g. the invasion of Japan in China or the aggression of Italy in Ethiopia.

In 1939 he quitted his function in Geneva and, on that occasion, wrote to the Secretary-General of the League : “According to my scientific conviction, only a federal world state will be able to make efficient world laws and to realize security on a planetary scale.”

After the war, he remained a juridical adviser of the UNO, but he emphasized that this organisation suffered from the same illness as his predecessor. Indeed, like the League, the UNO remains a treaty organisation, not a democratic world authority.

Until he died in the nineties, Habicht remained a convinced world federalist. He explained his points of view in many works, for example in his book “The Abolition of War”, published by our editor “Club Humaniste” (who had to close its doors, alas, since about fifteen years).

**Page 7 : A FEW FLASHES**

**Page 7 : War is hell**

In a documentary about Wikileaks we saw how in Irak unarmed civilians were slaughtered in an unspeakably brutal way by American soldiers. This confirms us in our standpoint of conscientious objector. We nevertheless respect the choice made by those who want to serve in the army. Whilst doing this, however, we demand that our choice be respected as well.

**Page 7 : Criminal psychologists and psychiatrists**

What can be read in an article written by Cohn Ross, published in Ethical Human Psychology, Volume
During the second half of the twentieth century huge and systematic violations of fundamental rights, in leading medical schools in the U.S. (and elsewhere), were perpetrated by psychologists, psychiatrists and neurosurgeons. The abominations were paid for by the CIA and the military. The victims ignored what was happening to them and obtained no treatment afterwards. Clinton, as it appears out of a video we received, publicly admitted that such criminal experiments took place.

Page 7 : MKULTRA

Many sources, among others Wikipedia, report about MKULTRA, a project of the CIA that started in 1953 and officially lasted until 1970. It took place in the framework of the Cold War and aimed at studying the possibilities of controlling thought and of manipulating behaviour. To that end hallucinogenic drugs were used like LSD, mescaline and lots of other damaging chemical and biological stuff. Also hypnosis, “psychotherapy”, electroshocks, gasses, artificial concussions, surgical operations etc. were used. As far as the United States are concerned, all this took place at forty-four universities, twelve hospitals, three prisons and fifteen unidentified places. The victims were not aware of what was done to them and often remained severely damaged in their bodies and minds for the rest of their lives.

According to a documentary of the ARD (German television), in the framework of Artichoke, a sub-project of MKULTRA, guinea pigs were searched for in Germany also. One of the American collaborators of the project, Frank Olson- who was later to be murdered by “colleagues” whilst staying in Berlin, left the place, as he could no longer bear how Nazi-scientists, previously active in concentration camps, proceeded to experimentations on victims till they died as a consequence of the evil practices they were subject to.

Page 8 : COINTELPRO

COINTELPRO, an acronym for Counter Intelligence Program, a range of covert, often illegal projects of the FBI, was aimed at supervising political movements in the United States, at infiltrating, discrediting and unsettling them. To the methods used belonged slander in the media on the basis of false documents, unconstitutional bugging, violations of the secrecy of letters, break-ins in dwellings or secretariats, beating and injuring, murder… In 1971 a leftish group, the Citizens’ Commission, broke in into the offices of the FBI in Philadelphia. They stole several files and handed them over to the media.

A few years later, a US-senatorial commission, named after its chairman Frank Church, severely condemned the said methods. Officially COINTELPRO had ceased to exist at that time. Many sources, however, report that only the name has disappeared, not the whole range of criminal practices.

Page 8 : Terrorist attacks

Who are those responsible for all sorts of terrorist attacks? The question opens the door to a complex and horrifying world. According to e.g. Wikipedia, a range of attacks in Europe were organized by secret NATO-armies. This particularly applies to several bloodbaths in Italy. They appeared to have taken place in the framework of Operation Gladio, a collective noun for “stay behind” actions in our continent. Yes, Western hidden forces massacred innocent Western civilians, so that they could accuse European communists of having perpetrated those crimes against humanity.

An (allegedly) complete chronology of the operations can be found on Wikipedia. Among the most striking ones we mention:

- the terrorist attack in Pateano (1974) in which three police officers were killed.
- the bomb attack in Piazza Fontana (December of 1969) : it made seventeen civilian victims.
- idem in the railway station of Bologna (August of 1980) in which eighty-five civilians lost their lives and in which innumerable others were injured.
- idem in Brescia (1974) that killed eight persons.
- the murder of the Italian Prime Minister Aldo Moro.

Knowing all this, how could one still remain sure that the official version about the attacks in New York, London, Madrid etc. corresponds to what really happened?
Page 9 : “Wir haben es nicht gewusst”  
“We did not know”. German people claimed not to have heard about the torture and extermination camps. In our days, concentration- and torture-camps can take the form of the targeting of persons by invisible energies and/or by chemical and/or by biological weapons. And again this is ignored by all sorts of persons and groups, also by those who claim to be dedicated to peace, fundamental rights and social justice, or by those who see themselves as being devoted to universal salvation and universal love. In the original text of “Overleven” we mention a person and a religious community in Belgium.

Page 10 : HAARP  
What to think about HAARP = High Frequency Active Auroral Project? Officially it studies the atmosphere. In reality there are reasons to consider it a geophysical and possibly a mind manipulating weapon as well. According to several sources HAARP can produce the worst natural catastrophes. This, however, is kept secret. Mankind is not allowed to know what the species and the planet are subject to. When will there be a democratically elected world parliament adopting laws that can make an end to such cryptocratic practices?

Page 10 : 500,000 human beings  
The Washington Post of the 29th September of 1994 wrote that five hundred thousand human beings at least were used as guinea pigs during the Cold War. Radiological, chemical and biological weapons were tested on them. (Source : the book “Controlling the Human Mind”, edited by Earthpulse Press, written by Nick Begich, a medical doctor.)

Page 10 : Bill HR 2977 in the U.S. + law in Russia  
The bill HR2977 of Congress member Dennis Kucinich got adopted in a mutilated form only. The original text stipulated that the use was to be forbidden of psychotronic weapons, of all systems aiming at controlling consciousness and at manipulating behaviour by means of electromagnetic and acoustic waves. The bill, all the same, reminds us that several politicians know about such weapons and oppose them. However, they are said to be boycotted by mighty lobbies belonging to the military, to branches of the industry, to certain sectors of the scientific world, to secret services and all sorts of secret or more or less secret societies.

In spite of all those boycotting forces, the Russian Douma was found disposed, in July of 2001, to adopt a law forbidding the use of weapons of which the damaging effect is based on electromagnetic, chemical, ultrasonic and photonic waves. May this legislative breakthrough be considered a big success? Nobody in Russia has been condemned for violating this law yet! And the secret services, in any case, remain as free as ever to ignore legal dispositions…

Page 11 : “Duplessis Orphans” used as guinea pigs  
In Québec, Canada, when Maurice Duplessis was Prime Minister, a few thousands of orphans were subject to extremely criminal and torturing experimentations. MKUltra is said to have been the motor of what happened : they needed human laboratory rats. Search on the internet : Les orphelins de Duplessis or The Duplessis Orphans.

Page 11 and 12 :  
In several areas of Paris practically all trees are chipped. Throughout the world more and more humans are as well! – Whether the tsunamis in Indonesia and Japan or the earthquake in Haiti are to be considered anthropogenic, we don’t know. It is certain, however, that tsunami bombs have been developed since decades, which also applies to geophysical weapons. – The involvement of armies of American and European countries overseas, whilst weakening their military capacity at home, might facilitate, in the case of a war, the invasion of Russian, maybe even of Chinese and Islamic armies. The undersigned is a conscientious objector, but military facts are what they are… - We need your support : transfer an amount to the account of the Register van Wereldburgers (RW) :

BE40 0001 1499 0163  
BIC BPOTBEB1.

We will feel eternally grateful for that. (Jean Verstraeten)